Tennessee Section of ITE
2020 Spring Meeting Agenda
Tuesday, May 19, 2020
Virtual Meeting – Microsoft Teams

AGENDA for PDHs

11:10 – 11:40  Kevin Comstock – Smart City Director, City of Chattanooga
"Chattanooga’s Data Analytics Work during Disruptive Events"

11:40 – 12:10  Preston Elliott – Deputy Commissioner, Tennessee Department of Transportation
"An update from TDOT’s Bureau of Environment and Planning”

12:10 – 12:40  Stephen Edwards – Transportation Planning Program Manager, City of Memphis
"Kirby Whitten (Shelby Farms) Parkway: A Holistic Transportation Solution for One of America’s Largest Urban Parks"

Professional Development Hour Credit:  1.5 Hours

Attendee: ________________________________

Acknowledged: _____________________________
Stephen Edwards, P.E.
2020 TSITE Vice-President